Committee Reports for the
2020 Annual General
Meeting

Your 2019/2020 Committee L to R: Joseph, Russell, Alan, John, Jeff, Brett, Mat, Mike, Gordon, Damian, Anthony, Chris, Ross,
Nick.

From your President
Where-oh-where do I start about the last year? In the immortal words of Maria Von Trapp, let’s start at the very
beginning…
2019-2020 started very well for the Club – we continued where we had finished the end of 2018-2019 with a
continued focus on improving the Club website and how we communicate with our members. This is something I
consider we have achieved. Thanks to Nick and all those who have provided photos and information for this.
We have also been digitising old copies of Cruise Control – this will greatly assist in referring to old issues and
storing this valuable historic pool. We have been granted a few giggles with some of the articles! Thank you to
Mat G for taking the time to complete this huge task.
A review of the Club’s Privacy Policy has also been completed – John M has dived deep into the legislation (both
State and Federal) and the Committee have looked at the recommendations tabled and make a few revisions.
Please take the opportunity to check the details on the website. A big Thank You John for your efforts this year
with this review.
Our membership recording has been under review as well – there have been improvements to the database in
Tidy Club and addition of improved CPS (red plate) information held in a centralised location. We are still working
with Tidy Club to create a better version of the system we use. Thanks to Brett H for your continued efforts!
The Club has continued its affiliation with both the AOMC and Federation. We have strengthened our standing in
the broader motoring community by attending events hosted by both organisations.
Jeff has continued working tirelessly to provide a wide range of events for members to partake in. Thank you for
your efforts in what can be a thankless role. Cheap Eats has proven very popular, the Slot Car nights were well
attended by a small but committed group, the regular 3rd Sunday drives remained a keystone event, and Chill-Out
remains a highlight of the year.
During the year Damian resigned from the committee, and after many years of service to the club Mike also
resigned from the committee. I thank them both, and especially Mike for his extended years of service to the
club.
For me personally – ChillOut 2020 was a favourite! We were approached to assist the local LGBTIQA friendly
retirement home to participate in the Parade. We collected many residents and headed into town to get ready –
the residents were dressed to the 9’s and had a great day. The reception from the crowd and the reaction from
the residents was amazing!
Show & Shine was a great day with a large number of participants. The Midsumma event we host – the Magical
Mystery Tour – added a new twist this year and this proved popular with everyone who attended. We introduced
a “last Friday Cruise” as well – this was looking to be a popular event too.
Then we hit March this year. COVID-19 heavily impacted the Club’s activities.
• There were some reservations expressed about heading off to Chill-Out…but precautions were taken.
• Our “Last Friday of the Month Cruise” events were cancelled – we were looking to reintroduce them, but
then lockdown 2.0 came about.
• Slot Car nights were put on hold…as were our Cheap Easts nights.
• Monthly regular drives were put on the back burner – June was but a glimmer of hope.
• Even our Committee meetings have gone electronic – much like this AGM.
• The Christmas in July party was cancelled – a highlight event we all look forward to!
We are all working to keep all Club members safe – your health and safety is our primary concern! The Committee
have put measures in place to prepare for as many possibilities as possible – we have (and continue to) monitored
the restrictions and taken any necessary steps to keep things moving along smoothly and safely.

The AGM was postponed as the Committee evaluated our options. At one point we were hoping to have the
meeting as normal, but a couple of months later than “normal”, but the restrictions curtailed that idea. So here
we landed – a Zoom meeting.
Future event planning had commenced, but we are now at the whim of how COVID-19 progresses. As you may
have noticed – 2020 is the 30th Anniversary of the founding of Motafrenz. Show & Shine 2020 was to be a
celebration of this! We will have to wait and see how the planning for this milestone event proceeds – we are
hopeful, but... even event staples such as Midsumma have a tinge of lingering doubt…
The Christmas Party can only be finalised once the next Committee know the restrictions in place for December.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all of you – the members – for your understanding and support during
this difficult period!
I also want to thank the Committee for their commitment to keeping things as steady as we could. Joseph has
advised he would not be standing for a role on the Committee – he has been a longstanding member of the
Committee having started before I did back in 2013… Thank you Joseph for your service to the Club!
It has been a rewarding if a little challenging this year to serve you as Club President. I would love the opportunity
to continue serving you in this capacity. Hoping to see you all soon!

Alan Benedetti

Committee Member Gordon fondly recalls the “good ‘ol days” during the Trafalgar
Holden Museum Tour 2019.

From your Secretary
Hello everybody, I have been the Secretary for two years. Most of the work is behind the scenes. It mostly centres
around compliance and paperwork. Luckily, I have had help throughout the year, mostly Gordon and Nick; my
sincere thanks to them both.
Over the last two years, the main changes I have been part of were:
1. A Constitutional review and subsequent implementation of the new constitution- mainly affecting
changes to committee positions.
2. Storing of club records electronically. All documents are stored securely online, this allows the
committee to work collaboratively on documents, namely committee meeting documents. As such
committee meetings are now paper free! We are doing our bit for the environment.
As we move more to a digital word, most communication is indeed electronic. The PO BOX is not the most
expedite option; as such, correspondence via post is slower. This can be problematic when you have an urgent
concern.
Whilst the role of Secretary has been rewarding, I will not be standing for re-election. Please consider standing for
this important role. Don’t feel overwhelmed, as that there will be others on the committee to assist and support
you, just as I have been.

Joseph Sirianni

An aerial view of Show & Shine 2019 in Como Park.

From your Treasurer
The result for the 2019/20 financial year is a surplus of $4,002 (compared to a deficit of $2,813 in 2018/19).
Receipts totalled $9,832, an increase of 15% over the year ($8,524 last year) and Expenses totalled $5,830, a
decrease of 49% ($11,338 last year).
• Looking at expenses – events continue to be our biggest expense accounting for 47% of our expenses.
Another reason for the large fall in expenses this year was that last year the club purchased the trailer for the
storage of club property. The trailer purchase and the affect COVID-19 has had on our events are the main
causes for the fall in expenditure compared to the previous year.
• This year saw significant disruption to our scheduled event line up as a result of COVID-19. This saw the
cost of running events over the year fall 41% to $2,762, compared to $4,683 last year.
• Looking at revenue – membership is our biggest revenue provider at 75% of revenue, last year
membership fees made up 65% of our revenue. This year membership fees came to $7,381, compared to
$5,552 last year. The reason for the large jump in membership fees was a result of the switch from PayPal to
Stripe and the integration of Stripe into the membership database (TidyClub) which reduced the fees we pay
on transactions. This year we had a substantially higher number of renewals in June compared to last year.
This June membership receipts totalled $3,760 compared to $2,224 in June 2019. An increase of 69%.
Usually each year we have a large number of renewals pay at the AGM. Again, due to COVID-19, many of
these renewals were received prior to June 30.
The Club’s funds at the end of the financial year stand at $19,994 compared to $16,337 on June 30, 2019.
The surplus for the year reflects the higher level of membership fees ($1,829) and the lower event expenses
($1,921).
The club’s financials were audited by an external independent auditor in 2019 (for the 2017/18 FY), the
accounts are independently audited every four to five years.
The Club remains in a strong financial position and continues to ensure the property held by the club is
refreshed and modernised.

Russell Lees

From your Events Co-ordinator
The best-laid plans of mice and men often go awry, and the 2020 part was no exception.
The year started with another successful Christmas in July in 2019 at the very noisy Panton Hill pub.
This was shortly followed by the AGM with another successful Garage Talk at the VHRR (Victorian Historic Racing
Rooms).
August saw a wonderful day to Maldon and historic location developed and led by committee member Mat.
Sadly, on route I had a heater hose leak causing the intermittent loss of ignition and finally an almighty explosion
of my muffler and limped home and missed this wonderful event.
In September we went to the Fire Services Museum Victoria Restoration Workshops in quite a large group. This
tour was developed and led by committee member Ross and it was a fascinating and very enjoyable day.
October had a cruise to the Trafalgar Holden Museum and accompanying Route 69 Cruise celebrating 69 years of
Holden vehicles over 69 kilometers. A relatively well attended event considering the inclement weather forecast.
November started with the on-again off-again AOMC-RACV Aussie Classic Car Show which was almost off-again
due to a forecast of heavy rain however there was still a wonderful turnout of vehicles with two Motafrenz
members attending and displaying.
The main event in November was the Motafrenz Show and Shine for the first time at Como Park in Toorak which
had a spectacular turn out in a perfect setting.
The Weekend/Winery Tour - joint BMC/Motafrenz event was cancelled months earlier due to lack of
commitment.
A side event for November was the Midsumma Pride March Bake Off Fundraiser at DT’s Hotel in Richmond
organised and attended by committee member Nick on behalf of Motafrenz.
December had the successful Motafrenz Christmas Party at committee member Nick’s house in Brunswick East
with a lovely BBQ meal – thanks again to Alan and Mat for cooking up a storm.
It was lovely to see charming and delightful Mary Christmas making another special appearance for the Kris Kingle
moment to a large crowd.
January 2020 saw Motafrenz in a shared stall with Nomads Walking Group in the Community Groups area at the
Midsumma Carnival. Being in the Community Groups section was an improvement on previous years where we
were competing with the sports section. Motafrenz then had another successful turnout at the Picnic in the Park
at Forest Glade Mt Macedon again led by long-time member Leigh Miles. Following a day later was the Magical
Mystery Tour developed and led by committee member Alan. This was roaring success and a perfect day once
again using Como Park.
February started with the Daylesford MotorFest, quickly followed by Pride March. This year member Michael
Frith led the opening of Pride March for the indigenous elders in his Plymouth Sports Fury convertible. The
Motafrenz contingent was moved well forward to be pride of place at the start of the community groups wave
this year and not way back in the sports wave. This was an improvement for Motafenz and a splendid day with a
significant contingent of members and their vehicles attending. We were also afforded a prime location in the
Catani Gardens at the end of the march to park and show off our vehicles to the throngs of people arriving. Pride
March is certainly getting bigger every year and Motafrenz is proud to have been a part of Pride March since its
conception.
Two weeks later and it was off to Daylesford ChillOut Festival with yet again a larger and more successful street
parade and carnival plus another Motafrenz club house sell out. This year saw Motafrenz proudly supporting the
LGBTIQ elders from Hepburn House for this first time. This involvement was developed and led by committee
member Nick. ChillOut is certainly getting bigger every year and Motafrenz is proud to have been a part of
ChillOut since its inception.

February also saw a successful Friday Evening Cruise ending up in a nice pizza restaurant in Beaumaris. This event
was developed and led by committee member Anthony and there will be more evening cruises when we’re
allowed to have them.
February finished with the RACV-AOMC British & European Motoring Show which was a successful day and well
attended by Motafrenz and the general public.
March and Motafrenz went to ride in a gondola at the Arthurs Seat Sea Eagle. Developed and led by committee
member Alan, this was a wonderful day with an amazing tour behind the scenes. Number of attendees had
dwindled likely due to the looming COVID-19 crises. On this day we also visited Charlie's Auto Museum again.
Little did we know that this was pretty much the last event of 2020 due to COVID-19 affecting our day to day lives
which sadly also saw the end of our two regular monthly events, Cheap Eats and Slot Car Racing, for the year.
April & May saw no events due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
June came and we were lucky to cobble together a COVID safe drive through the Brisbane Ranges to Stieglitz
after a bay side bite to eat in Williamstown. This was a very well-attended event with a wonderful and
adventurous drive to a fascinating place very few know anything about.
In terms of future events; there will be many changes and there are also many events planned that are likely to
still happen at future dates where possible.
I must say that It has been my pleasure to coordinate the events for 2019-2020 and the workload has certainly
decreased due to the lockdown. Future events will be developed when we are afforded some freedom to travel
again and special effort will always be made to make sure we are safe and exercise best practice when it comes to
the health and wellbeing of every member and their guests. No doubt we are all looking forward to getting out
there again and socialising sooner rather than later.

Jeffrey Whitehead

A selection of cars from the large turnout for our short-lived reprieve from lockdown
on our drive through the Brisbane Ranges 2020.

From your Social Media Co-ordinator
I think we can all agree 2020 has not been the year any of us expected!
Through the year, I’ve tried to balance keeping everyone informed with not flooding your inboxes too much!
Email has remained the primary communication method for the club, although we have been using additional
avenues like Facebook and Instagram being used as a compliment.
We maintain a lists of other LGBTI community groups, along with Victorian-based car clubs and use these to invite
additional participants to our main annual events, Show & Shine and Magical Mystery Tour. This increases our
presence within the LGBTIQ, motoring and broader communities.
If you are not receiving emails from the club, please reach out and let me know J
Our website proves to be an invaluable resource for the club. It is the entry point for most of our enquiries. With
key words people use to find us being primarily: “motafrenz car club”, “how much is club rego”, “club permit”,
“gay car club”. Our most visited pages on the site are not surprisingly the club permit page, and the events page.
Since its re-launch in July of 2018 until June 2020, it has had over 20,000 unique visitors!

Nick Bassett

The ever-effervescent Mary Christmas and elves at our 2019 Christmas Party.

From your Publication Editor
With the lack of physically interactive activities due to COVID-19, “Cruise Control”, our monthly member
newsletter has become a link for many to stay engaged with the club.
I would like to thank members that contributed in any way to the magazine – it was very much appreciated and I
look forward to more involvement from members in the months ahead. There is no format you have to follow,
and you can write about you first car, your current car, a car you wished you’d kept, or a car you dream of
owning…
I always appreciate receiving any articles, pictures or information of interest to include in the newsletter. They
don’t have to be club specific, but it would be fantastic if we could have additional member generated content.

Nick Bassett

Xmas in July 2019; an event we hope to see return in the new year.

From your AOMC Representatives
Motafrenz continues its affiliation with the AOMC and regularly takes part in the many car shows staged by the
AOMC. The AOMC continues to advocate CPS issues directly with VicRoads on behalf of clubs associated with the
AOMC and the broader community. As AOMC delegate, there is not much to report other than what has already
been passed on to members already.

Jeffrey Whitehead

From your Membership Officer
EOFY member number was 130 members.
We continue to use Tidyclub as our membership database. System wise it is a good at keeping members details
up to date, new membership applications, renewals, and payment integration/link. It is not the best on reporting,
but we manage this well. This past year Tidyclub changed its payment link with PayPal to Swipe. This change over
was quite smooth. This year has been one of the smoothest renewals to the next financial year. A couple of odd
transfers and cheques, but no too bad.
We have had approximately 20 new members over the last year that signed up mainly for CPS and have
subsequently not renewed for the new year. It seems that this is a general occurrence year on year. Our member
base is still bouyant and strong with high membership renewals.
Stay safe,

Brett Huxtable

=

Some potential Motafrenz we met at the Daylesford MotorFest in 2020.

From your Club Permit Officer
Despite COVID having slowed down Motafrenz activities for 2020, that hasn’t stopped many members from
adding a new car to their CPS list. I have been busy signing a number of new cars along with renewals. Currently
we have 58 members with 108 vehicles on CPS. I have also been busy consolidating and updating our CPS records.
Please do get in touch with me about posting your renewal form along with a stamped self-addressed envelope.
A reminder that it is club policy to attend at least one event during a year in order to retain CPS, obviously that is
a bit difficult considering the circumstances, but we can come to an arrangement.

Mathew Giacomantonio

From your Privacy Officer
The Year 2019 - 2020 will no doubt be one marked as perhaps the most challenging in the clubs history as well as
Australia, given the Global Pandemic due COVID - 19, and the associated lockdowns affecting each and every one
of us in some shape and form whether it be work, social interaction, or time spent with family, friends and loved
ones.
As such, the committee, contemplating having most face to face events cancelled has moved to implementing
online technology for its monthly meetings. We are also implementing social events online and will hold our AGM
online also. As we move further into the digital world with our social interactions, the use of mobile digital devices
and cameras as well as computers, increase the ease with which photos, videos, screenshots of computer screens
and such can be posted online, and in ever increasing volume.
As such, and in my role as the privacy officer, responsible for ensuring both the privacy of our members, and that
the club adheres to any legal requirements, an extensive and in-depth review to the club’s privacy policy, and
current privacy acts of parliament has been undertaken.
Of particular focus, the review looked at the publication online or in other forms, of digital media - something
which the club has no means of either direct control or censorship. As all photos and digital media taken in the
public domain are not illegal, nor bound by any privacy acts, it was felt that the club should act to amend it’s
privacy policy, as regards digital media, to reflect current legal status, and the legal responsibilities of the club.
A decision was made to remove the previous ‘opt out’ options upon sign up as regards the publication of photos
on the clubs website and magazine, to be replaced by an ‘opt in’ waiver acknowledging that members photos may
be taken and appear in club material. Additionally, a new paragraph has been added to the privacy policy to
reflect the clubs use of digital media.
Current members have been advised of the change by an article in Cruise Control and by individual email. The
change is immediate and automatic and applies retrospectively.
Motafrenz has and upholds a privacy policy as part of its constitution and a commitment to protecting the
personal information of its members, abides by any legal requirements, and your personal privacy continues to be
important to the club. Your confidential data is held on secure servers with limited access, and members may still
opt out of having abbreviated and summarised contact details circulated on the Clubs Contact List - which is
circulated to members only.
The Privacy Officer is also here to help you if you have a complaint as regards privacy or other issues that you feel
should be addressed relevant to privacy as such.
Importantly, please note that the club is not responsible for comments made by individual members on social
media sites. Please be mindful about information and comments that you may upload onto these sites, especially
about other members. Given the limitations of communicating by text, and in the public domain on social media,
good intentioned actions can sometimes be easily misinterpreted and foster undesired results.
I would especially like to thank all the members of the committee who have worked tirelessly to achieve best
working practice and outcomes for the running of the club at this most difficult and stressful time, and who have
so freely given of their time and effort to support the club and it’s members. They do themselves and the club
proud, and it’s been a pleasure to have been involved.
Wishing you and your loved ones a safe and happy passage through this most difficult year.

John McLeod

From your Property Officer
The trailer has been put to great use this year making excursions to the Magical Mystery Tour for Midsumma and
finding itself all the way to Daylesford for Chillout. It has made transporting and packaging club property so much
easier at events.
I have been slowly working away on digitising the Cruise Control archives, starting from the first in 1991, I am
currently up to 1997. It is fascinating to see the progress of the club over time and to see snapshots of life as it
was. The archive will be made available and will be eventually sent to ALGA for archiving.

Mathew Giacomantonio

A large turnout of vehicles at Chillout Carnival Day 2020.

From your Federation Representatives
2020 has been a strange year and challenging year thus far, more so with COVID-19, therefore with many
restrictions there hasn't been much activity with the federation.
I will just take time here to recap on some proposed changes that are yet to be approved by the Department of
Transport and no decision has been made on their final form.
Changes include:
• Increased accessibility and clarification of regulations.
• Club membership requirements.
• Conditions for approved clubs.
• Appointments for the issue of a club permit.
• Club permit general conditions.
• Requirement to advise of details.
• Offence for not completing logbook.
• Reassignment of club permit of deceased estates.
All of these are ongoing with the federation asking for feedback or thoughts to these proposed changes in due
course with some of confirmation around October I believe.
In the past twelve months Alan B and I have been to Warrnambool, Mildura, before the restrictions came into
place and nothing has taken place since start of lock down.
I do hope to continue in this role again in 2020-2021.

Ross Junor & Alan Benedetti

We had a wonderful time at Chillout 2020 taking resident from “Hepburn House”, a
local aged care facility, for the Chillout Parade with our largest contingent in the
Parade ever!

From your Community Representative
Hello Motafrenz, Sitting down to write this report during this COVID 19 Pandemic as given me a little bit of time to
contemplate how fortunate we are to be alive today and be members of Motafrenz. The committee role you
entrusted me to this year has taken a slight change to normal, but hey what is normal and even when the virus
does get controlled our new normal will be different yet again.
The Community and External Liaison role has me often reaching out to other LGBTI+ groups essentially sharing
information and promoting Motafrenz within our greater Community. So whilst at the moment many activities
are in hiatus, so many of the Community groups are actually busier than ever reaching out to their members,
providing support and comfort during these challenging times. Victoria is later this year set to open its first
purpose-built Pride Centre, one of the best in the world, here for us all to use and enjoy.
So, this takes me back to how fortunate we are to be alive and members of Motafrenz. Yes, I understand since
the end of March this year, more than halfway through our Club year, face to face club runs and activities had to
cease. However, behind the scenes your Committee looked at ways of continuing to provide regular updates to
members regarding Club Permit schemes what activities we could do with our cars, a drive day ( just the one) and
of course moving to various digital platforms so that we could have more regular virtual catchups. Some of the
most recent being a Friday night garage talk via Zoom. What a wonderful way we have been able to remain in
touch, still talk cars and share stories and also check in on one another.
Motafrenz as we all know is not just about cars but we are also about our Members and the wider LGBTIQ+
Community, it’s just the cars that bring us all together no matter the Marque, no matter the condition, we get to
share time together and stories about us and our cars.
This year we also celebrate the 30 years as an official motoring club, a club that stands proud in not just in the
LGBTIQ+ Community but wider Community, a club that promotes diversity and inclusiveness, provides support
and good governance. Aren’t we all fortunate to be members of a progressive motoring organisation?

Anthony Wiseman

The Victorian Pride Centre taking shape. The external structure is now complete.
Currently, the internal fit-out underway, it is due to be occupied by early 2021.

Our visit to the Fire Services Museum Victoria Restoration Workshops 2019

The varied assortment of cars at Magical Mystery Tour 2020.

Honour Board
Life Members
Gordon C (2015)
David P & Bruce R (2015)
Ross L
Chris M & Brian R
Leigh M & Philip N (2011)
Robert T & Andrew W

Member of the Year
2018 – Chris K
2018 – Chris G
2017 – Chris M
2017 – Brian R
2016 – Brett Huxtable
2015 – Daniel Borton
2014 – Francesc Rubio Martinez
2013 – Allan Radford
2012 – Stuart Poole
2011 – Russell Lees
2010 – Peter Robinson
2009 – Peter Flavell
2008 – Sai Wong
2007 – Michael McNamara
2006 – Gordon Campbell
2005 – Nick Horn
2005 – Rod Blanchard
2004 – Gordon Campbell
2003 – Leigh Miles
2002 – Robert Tinney
2001 – Darren Davis
2000 – Leigh Miles
1999 – Geoff Wiltshire
1998 – Brett Gustard
1997 – Frank de Pina
1996 – Ross Lambert
1995 – Jay Liebowitz
1994 – Scott Howard
1993 – Phillip Blake
1992 – Phillip Blake

